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Abstract: Although dispersal is critical to plant life history, the relationships between seed traits and
dispersal success in animal-dispersed plants remain unclear due to complex interactions among the
effects of seed traits, habitat structure, and disperser behavior. We propose that in plants dispersed
by scatter-hoarding granivores, seed trait evolution may have been driven by selective pressures
that arise from interactions between seedling shade intolerance and predator-mediated caching
behavior. Using an optimal foraging model that accounts for cache concealment, hoarder memory,
and perceived predation risk, we show that hoarders can obtain cache-recovery advantages by placing
caches in moderately risky locations that force potential pilferers to engage in high levels of vigilance.
Our model also demonstrates that the level of risk needed to optimally protect a cache increases with
the value of the cached food item. If hoarders perceive less sheltered, high-light conditions to be
more risky and use this information to protect their caches, then shade-intolerant plants may increase
their fitness by producing seeds with traits valued by hoarders. Consistent with this hypothesis,
shade tolerance in scatter-hoarded tree species is inversely related to the value of their seeds as
perceived by a scatter-hoarding rodent.

Keywords: directed dispersal; landscape of fear; mutualism; optimal density model; optimal foraging;
Quercus; Sciurus; seed-seedling conflict

1. Introduction

The seed-seedling transition represents a critical juncture in plant life history and a central theme
in plant demography, community ecology, and evolution, as well as ecosystem management and
conservation [1] (and citations therein), [2]. In particular, seed dispersal reduces density-dependent
competition and mortality near the maternal plant [3], determines the environmental conditions
under which seedlings must function [4,5], and, together with pollen dispersal, represents the main
opportunity for gene flow in flowering plants. However, plants also experience high levels of mortality
during dispersal. Seeds are killed by inhospitable abiotic conditions (e.g., desiccation, freezing),
pathogens, and predation by granivorous insects, birds, or mammals [6,7], and further mortality is
caused at the seedling stage by arrival in inhospitable locations [4]. Given these pressures, researchers
dating back to Darwin [8] have considered selection for successful dispersal to be the principle driver of
diversification in seed morphology and chemistry [9,10]. Yet, despite their importance to plant ecology
and evolution [1,5,11,12], the actual relationships between many seed phenotypes and dispersal success
remain unclear. In particular, our understanding of the functional ecology and evolution of seed traits
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among species that are dispersed or eaten by animals has been constrained by our poor understanding
of the complex feedbacks that exist among animal behavior, habitat variation, and seedling growth
requirements [13,14].

In this paper, we propose that the evolution of one common seed dispersal syndrome—dispersal
by scatter-hoarding granivorous birds and rodents—may have been shaped by the joint selective
pressures generated by three interacting ecological processes: shade effects on seedling competitiveness
and growth, pilferage-avoidance by scatter-hoarding, granivorous animals, and habitat-mediated
anti-predator behavior among those animals. Through a series of modelling exercises, we show
that acting in concert, these processes can incentivize hoarders to direct highly valued seeds toward
favorable seedling habitats, and that this behavior can create selective pressures to express seed
traits that are useful to hoarders. We also present preliminary empirical evidence consistent with the
proposed mechanisms.

1.1. Seed Dispersal by Scatter-Hoarding Granivores

The term “scatter-hoarding” refers to a food-storage strategy used by many seed-eating rodents
and some seed-eating birds [15]. Rather than establishing a single, large store of food to survive the
temperate winter or tropical dry season, scatter-hoarding animals create numerous, spatially dispersed
caches, each of which contains only one or a few food items [16]. By relying on many small caches,
the hoarders reduce the odds that a single catastrophic event will lead to starvation. However, because
individual caches are not guarded, they may be pilfered (i.e., discovered and stollen) by other foragers.
To reduce pilferage, scatter-hoarders conceal their caches—often by burying the cached items in the
soil—and distribute their caches over a relatively wide area. Unless limited by available resources,
they also store more food than required [16,17]. In years when food is abundant, many seeds may
therefore remain in caches until germination [15,17–19].

Numerous studies have demonstrated that seeds’ phenotypic traits (and thus the relative
abundances of seeds with different traits in a neighborhood [20–22]) exert strong influences on caching
frequency and seed dispersal by rodents (e.g., Dipodomys [23], Dasyprocta [24,25], Apodemus [26,27]
and other Murids [28,29], Tamias [30–32], Sciurus [33–36], and other Sciurids [37,38]). From this work,
we know that hoarders make seed-handling decisions that include which seeds to collect, whether to
cache them or eat them immediately, the distances to which seeds are carried, and the microhabitats
into which they are cached [14,39,40]. We also know that these decisions depend on the seed’s size,
energy and nutrient contents, physical and chemical defenses, and perishability (see reviews by [9,14]),
as well as the total availability of seeds to consumers and the relative abundances of different seed
types in the consumers’ neighborhood [38,41]. Thus, mechanisms exist for plants to evolve seed traits
that manipulate hoarder behavior to the plants’ advantage [9].

1.2. Scatter-Hoarding as a Behavioral and Evolutionary Strategy

For scatter-hoarding to emerge as an evolutionarily stable strategy, competing hoarders must
either maintain a significant advantage over other animals in recovering their own caches [42], or they
must maintain caches as a quasi-communal resource through a system of reciprocal pilferage [43].
Many scatter-hoarding animals possess exceptional spatial memories [44], allowing them to actively
manage and selectively consume their caches over periods ranging from hours to years [45–47].
However, while memory does confer a recovery advantage in at least some cases (e.g., [48–50]),
pilferage remains a risk, even in these systems [43,51]. To maintain their recovery advantage, hoarders
must therefore avoid cache-pilferage in addition to facilitating cache recovery.

By concealing their caches and distributing them over a relatively wide area, hoarders can reduce
the rate at which pilfering foragers are rewarded and increase the probability that would-be pilferers
will change foraging strategies or move to a new location [52,53]. Specifically, hoarders space caches at
densities that balance the cache’s expected value at recovery against the investment required to place
the cache in a particular location. Because wider distributions require greater investment in movement,
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seeds that are perceived to be more valuable, either because of their inherent traits or as a result of
resource scarcity, are cached at lower densities [35,52,54].

Although it has received less attention, hoarders should also be able to manage pilferage risk by
manipulating cache detection rates [46,55] or by forcing pilferers to pay extra costs to search for a cache.
In particular, placing caches in locations with less vegetative cover can increase pilferers’ perceived
risks of predation [56,57], and should therefore reduce the risk of cache loss. Hoarders would also
pay additional costs to use these locations. However, their ability to remember cache locations should
allow them to recover caches more quickly and should therefore reduce their exposure relative to the
risks faced by naive searchers.

Although it is not yet conclusive, evidence to support the hypothesis that hoarders utilize the
landscape of fear to help avoid cache-pilferage has been found in several systems. For instance,
Merriam’s kangaroo rats (Dipodymys merriami) in a laboratory setting established caches in dark (i.e.,
low-risk) locations, but increased their use of more illuminated locations after some of the caches were
pilfered by researchers [58]. Similarly, Algerian mice (Mus spretus) increased their use of exposed cache
locations in years of low seed availability, when competition from pilfering conspecifics was more
intense [59]. Finally, Steele et al. [60,61] found that eastern gray squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) are less
likely to pilfer seeds placed outside of the forest canopy, where they exhibit higher giving-up densities.
The squirrels were also more likely to cache high-value seeds in such locations than lower-value seeds.

Given that rodents tend to associate risk with more open, well-lit microsites, the possibility that
they might leverage predation risk to protect their caches could have important implications for seed
trait evolution. Specifically, we hypothesize that if foragers are willing to accept greater risks to pilfer
more valuable caches, then hoarders should also accept greater risks to protect those caches, provided
that the risks do not also preclude retrieval. As a result, plants that express more valuable seed traits
may be directed toward more open locations. In shade-intolerant plant species, the resulting benefits
to any seedlings that escape from caches could therefore generate selective pressure for traits valued
by hoarders.

To explore these interactions, we introduce a foraging model that quantifies the benefits that
a forager can achieve with a given foraging strategy (primary foraging, pilfering of others’ caches,
or retrieval of one’s own caches), conditional on its current motivational state (hunger versus satiation),
and its perceived risk of predation, as well as the density of prey items and the inherent traits (e.g.,
energy content) and states (cached versus freely available) of those prey items. Behavioral variables in
the model include the rate at which the forager searches for food, its allocation of time and attention to
vigilance versus foraging and to different foraging strategies, its acceptance of detected prey, and its
allocation of those prey to storage versus immediate consumption. The model also recognizes a
difference between the process of foraging for new food items and retrieval of items that the forager
has previously stored.

Our current analysis has three goals. First, we want to understand how the risk of predation
affects the relative efficiency of two different foraging strategies: retrieval of one’s own caches, versus
pilfering of caches created by other hoarders. If foragers can still retrieve caches at risk levels where
pilferers cannot operate, then at least in theory, hoarders will be able to exclude pilferers by placing
caches in those moderately risky locations. Because the benefits of foraging depend on the forager’s
state as well as the way that it uses harvested food items, we compare foraging strategies across a
range of hunger states. Second, we want to understand how the level of risk required to protect a cache
relates to the value of the cached item. If greater levels of risk are required to protect more valuable
items, then a plant’s investment in seed traits valued by hoarders could induce those hoarders to place
the seeds in riskier, potentially more open locations. The fitness benefits of such an investment to
the plant would correlate with its sensitivity to shade. Therefore, to provide a preliminary check of
the model’s implications for seed trait evolution, we use previously published data to investigate the
relationship between shade tolerance and seed utility as perceived by eastern gray squirrels.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study System

Although we expect the relationships modeled here to apply to scatter-hoarding systems generally,
we have parameterized the model based on data from eastern gray squirrels and northern red oak
(Quercus rubra) acorns in eastern North America, primarily from the Kirby Park system in northeastern
Pennsylvania (see site details in [33,50,60,61]). The site consists of an open, urban park with clusters
of mature northern red oak and pin oak (Q. palustris). Squirrels in this system maintain a recovery
advantage for their own caches, despite high densities of conspecific pilferers, and the removal of
hoarders through live-trapping has been found to extend seed residence times in those hoarders’
caches [50]. Squirrels in this system also move more highly valued seeds into areas with less cover and
higher giving-up densities more frequently than they move less-valued seeds into these locations [60,61].

2.2. Model Description

Our model combines elements from Holling’s [62] disk equation, models for the effect of fear
on foraging behavior [57,63], and models for the effects of prey crypsis [64]. To minimize notation
and model complexity, we consider a single seed species here, and we assume that all seeds in a
given species possess similar traits (i.e., properties inherent to the seed, such as energy content).
However, we recognize three distinct seed states: uncached, “free” seeds, seeds that were previously
cached by a focal animal, and seeds that were previously cached by another individual. The model is
readily expanded to include multiple seed species or multiple phenotypes within a species, including
combinations of multiple traits.

We define the per capita base consumption rate for seed state i as,

fi =
ridipini

1 +
∑

i(Ti + Ei + Hi)
(1)

where ri ≥ 0 is the forager’s search rate in units of area per unit time, di is the proportion of seeds in
state i that the forager detects when it encounters them (see Equation (5) for details), pi is the proportion
of detected seeds from state i that are accepted or utilized by the forager, and ni is the density of seeds
in state i. We assume that there are two basic search rates in the current model; the first applies to free
seeds and other individuals’ caches, while a second, potentially faster rate applies to retrieval. We can
therefore express ri = rmi, where r is a base rate and mi is a memory-modifier that is fixed at 1 for
seeds that the focal animal did not previously cache and can take values ≥ 1 for caches that the hoarder
is retrieving. In the denominator, we have broken handling time out into three separate terms, T, E,
and H, which describe the time taken to travel during retrieval, excavate caches, and handle seeds
after harvest, respectively. These terms are detailed in Equations (2)–(4).

Equation (1) is mathematically equivalent to previous extensions of the disk equation that have
accounted for the effects of prey crypsis and vigilance. In the numerator, the product ridi represents
the standard attack rate, which Holling [62] defined as the product of the forager’s search rate and the
probability of detecting a prey item of type i. Breaking the attack rate out into its constituent parts allows
the model to account for differences in detectability among prey types while maintaining a constant
areal search rate [64]. As explained in Equation (5), vigilance against predators reduces the amount of
attention available for foraging and lowers the prey detection probability, di. This formulation also
follows [64], but is equivalent to the model used by [63] (see Supplementary Materials for details).

We model the time spent traveling to cache locations during retrieval as,

Ti =
oi

t
√
π

ridi
√

ni (2)
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where the parameter t describes the hoarder’s linear rate of travel, and oi is an indicator that is equal
to 1 if state i describes the forager’s own caches and 0 otherwise. Equation (2) assumes that during
retrieval, the forager travels in a straight line to the approximate location of the nearest cache and then
executes an area-constrained search at the areal rate ri. It also assumes that no other foraging occurs
while the animal travels. See Supplementary Materials for details.

The time that the forager spends excavating caches is proportional to the number of cached seeds
that are detected,

Ei = eciridini (3)

where e is the time required to excavate a cache and the indicator ci = 1 if seed type i is cached, and 0
otherwise. Caches are only excavated if they have been detected, so ci makes no distinction between
pilfering and retrieval. The acceptance rate, pi, does not appear in Equation (3) because caches must
be excavated before their contents can be assessed or accepted. This assumes that hoarders do not
remember the contents of their caches.

Once an item has been collected and accepted, it may be used in a variety of different ways.
For instance, seeds may be eaten immediately or cached for future use, and different uses may imply
very different handling times. We use wi j to indicate the proportion of accepted seeds of type i that
are allocated to use j, where 0 ≤ wi j ≤ 1 and

∑
j

wi j = 1. Then, letting hi j indicate the handling time

associated with seed type i and use j, we calculate the total post-collection handling time as,

Hi = ridipini

∑
j

wi jhi j (4)

Scatter-hoarded seeds are concealed by the hoarder and therefore represent cryptic prey items from
the perspective of would-be pilferers. However, they may be much less cryptic from the perspective of
cache-owners. To model this relationship, we follow the approach of [64], who define the probability of
detection for a given seed as a function of the forager’s current search rate relative to a maximum rate,
Ri, the conspicuousness of the seeds’ state, Ki, the proportion of the forager’s attention to searching
that is dedicated to seeds in that state, Ai, and the proportion of attention to vigilance, v,

di =

 (Ai(1− v))1/Ki
(
1−

( ri
Ri

)Ki
)

ri < Ri

0 otherwise
(5)

This formulation makes several reasonable assumptions. First, foragers can detect a larger
proportion of the prey items that they encounter if they search an area more slowly, and they cannot
detect anything if they move through an area too rapidly. Thus, a tradeoff exists between the forager’s
ability to search a given microsite thoroughly and its ability to search a larger area. Provided that
hoarders can remember their cache locations, the maximum rate for retrieval, Rown, is assumed to be
larger than for other prey states (see Supplement S1 for details). Second, conspicuous items (Ki > 1) are
generally easier to detect than cryptic items (0 < Ki < 1), and therefore require less active attention for
detection. Third, dedicating active attention to a search can improve detection, but only up to a point.
Although high levels of attention benefit all searches, the benefits are proportionally greater for cryptic
items than for conspicuous items, since the later are already detected at high rates. Finally, dedicating
some proportion of attention to vigilance necessarily diverts cognitive resources from searching and
causes detection probabilities to decline. Again, searches for cryptic prey are more strongly affected
than searches for conspicuous prey.

In their original paper, Dukas and Ellner [64] defined the coefficient Ai in Equation (5) as the
proportion of the forager’s attention that was dedicated to searching for prey type i, where 0 ≤ Ai ≤ 1,
and

∑
Ai = 1. However, we suggest that foragers are more likely to allocate attention to foraging

strategies that reflect prey states rather than individual prey types. For instance, a scatter-hoarder
might reasonably divide its attention between three strategies—primary collection of seeds that are
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freely available, locating and pilfering other individuals’ caches, or recovering its own caches—and
then adjust its use of these strategies based on their relative profitabilities. In contrast, dedicating
specific attention to each individual prey type (i.e., a particular species in a given state) would greatly
increase the cognitive load placed on the forager; instead of M strategies, it would need to optimize
over N species ×M state combinations when reallocating its attention. By allowing foragers to allocate
their attention to general search strategies instead of individual prey types, we ensure that attention
and acceptance (Ai and pi) remain separable in models with multiple prey species. We also avoid
the problematic assumption that naive foragers somehow recognize a cache’s contents before they
excavate it. Instead, we assume that all detected caches are excavated, and that their contents are then
accepted and used, or not, based on the acceptance rate, pi.

Equations (1)–(5) define the rates at which seeds are physically collected and allocated to caches
or consumption. However, the perceived benefit of foraging will not vary as a fixed proportion of
the seed utilization rate. Instead, the benefits perceived by a forager depend on the forager’s state,
the seeds’ traits, and the manner in which seeds are used [65]. For example, if an animal is currently
hungry, then the perceived benefit of consuming one unit of energy would be greater than the benefit
derived by caching it. However, this relationship may be reversed if the animal is satiated. To account
for these relationships, we define the perceived net benefit of foraging as,

U f orage =
∑

i

 fi
∑

k

xik

∑
j

wi jgi jk


−C(1− v) (6)

where fi is the base usage rate for seeds of type i, as defined in Equation (1), xik is the value that seed
type i expresses for trait k (e.g., energy content), wi j describes usage, as defined in Equation (4), and gi jk
describes the marginal utility of applying one unit of trait k from source i to use j (e.g., one kilojoule of
energy from a new seed to immediate consumption). The second term in Equation (6) describes the
utility cost associated with the forager’s perceived risk of predation under local habitat conditions.
This cost is described by the utility rate C, which describes the foraging location and is discounted
proportional to vigilance. Locations with higher values for C are perceived to be riskier.

Utility is a standardized metric that quantifies an animal’s willingness to forgo one potential
benefit in order to obtain some other benefit, or, potentially, to avoid a perceived harm. Thus, Equation
(6) describes the tradeoff that foragers must make between perceived foraging benefits and safety.
Although our formulation is similar to others (e.g., [63]), it focuses on small-scale decisions and
proximate rather than ultimate causes of behavior. Where Brown [63] assesses costs based on true
predation risk, we envision a more general perceived cost that may reflect the actual risk of predation,
or may correlate more strongly with habitat variables such as cover [66]. In addition, the marginal utility
terms (gi jk) in Equation (6) account the forager’s motivational state (and by extension, its physiological
condition), as well as prey traits, prey usage, and perceived risk.

To compare the behavior of hungry versus satiated foragers, we define the act of caching 1 kJ of
energy to have a fixed utility g[i,cache,kJ] = 1 and then define all other values relative to this benchmark.
For instance, greater g-values for ingestion of energy reflect increasing hunger and favor the allocation
of seeds to consumption versus storage. All else being equal, high g-values for energy consumption
will also increase the perceived benefit of foraging at a given risk level (C), and will therefore lead
foragers to utilize locations that they would otherwise avoid. In the context of a dynamic model,
this structure will also allow for feedbacks between the rate of consumption of energy, nutrients,
or secondary compounds at time t and the value attached to further consumption at t+ ∆t. By indexing
gi jk according to seed state, i, as well as use, j, and trait value, k, we allow for the possibility that
foragers may differentiate among seeds based on their origins. For instance, hoarders might attach less
value to the act of recaching their own seeds than to storing new seeds.
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2.3. Analysis

Our analysis of the model presented in Section 2.2 contrasts the maximum benefit rates that can be
achieved under a given set of conditions by pilferers verses retrievers. Specifically, we divide the model’s
parameters into two classes: contextual variables and behavioral variables. The contextual variables
include risk (C), seed energy content (x), cache density (n), and forager states (g). They remain fixed
within any given scenario but are varied systematically among scenarios in a factorial design. In contrast,
we optimized the behavioral variables, including search rates (r, m), vigilance (v), and allocation
of harvested resources (w), within each scenario. In our main analyses, we fixed the proportion of
attention dedicated to different search strategies (Ai) to reflect the target strategy (retrieval or pilferage).
However, we also ran a third replicate for each scenario, in which the proportions in A were optimized
with other behavioral variables, allowing the forager to choose among search strategies. Results for
the third replicate appear in Figure S1. Acceptance rates (p) only become relevant in scenarios where
more than one type of food item is available. Since this did not apply in any of our current analyses,
we fixed pi = 1 for all scenarios.

2.3.1. Comparison of Foraging Strategies under Predation Risk

For the first goal, we defined a suite of scenarios that varied the risk coefficient (log10 C = −2 to 3
in 0.02 unit increments), the density of an individual’s caches (nown = 0.02, 0.12, or 0.32 seeds/m2),
seed energy content (x = 5, 35, or 65 kJ/seed), and hunger (g[i,eat,kJ] = 0.2, 1, or 5) in a factorial
combination. The relative benefit of recaching one kJ from the forager’s own cached seeds was set to
g[own, cache, kJ] = 0.1, versus 1 for caching newly acquired seeds. Then, for each scenario, we optimized
Equation (6) with respect to the behavioral variables θ = (r, m, v, w) under two conditions. Under the
first condition, we set the density for other animal’s caches and free seeds to zero, and fixed Aown = 1.
This allowed us to calculate the maximum possible benefit of a retrieval strategy under the context
defined by the scenario. Similarly, the second condition modeled a strategy of pure pilferage,
with Aother = 1. In this case, we set the focal animal’s cache density and free seeds to zero and set the
density of “other” caches to 5.9× the nominal density, nown. We used a factor of 5.9 because eastern
grey squirrels have an approximate population density of 6.9 individuals/ha and a home range of
approximately 1 ha [67], implying that the focal animal would have access to caches established by
5.9 other squirrels. In all cases, we fixed e = 30 s, Ri = 0.2 m2/s for primary foraging and pilfering,
Rretrieval = 6.366 m2/s, Kown = 1 for an individual’s own caches, and Kother = 0.9 for other caches.
The maximum search rate for retrieval was based on the assumption that squirrels can remember cache
locations to within approximately 10 cm and can therefore concentrate their searches within a smaller
area. Based on data from [33], handling time was fixed at 85 s/seed for caching, and was assumed
to vary proportionally with energy content for eating, at a value of x× 375/60 s/seed. Travel speed
was set to t = 3 m/s, a moderate pace for eastern grey squirrels. Overall, these represent relatively
pessimistic assumptions for retrieval versus pilferage.

Optimization of Equation (6) with respect to the behavioral parameter vector θwas performed in R,
v. 3.6.3 [68] using the bounded BFGS algorithm of [69] (i.e., method “L-BFGS-B” in the optim function)
applied to linearized versions of the parameters. This is a box-constrained numerical optimization
routine that uses an iterative approach to locate the local maximum of a given objective function with
respect to a parameter vector. In the event that the L-BFGS-B algorithm failed to yield a solution, we fell
back on the more robust but considerably slower differential evolution algorithm of [70]. This routine
locates global optima by simulating mutation and natural selection within a population of parameter
vectors, where the objective function to be optimized defines “fitness”.

The optimizations yielded a pair of matched curves for each scenario. The first described
the maximum benefit that a forager could achieve using retrieval, and the second described the
potential benefit of pilferage. To determine the degree to which hoarders might enjoy a retrieval
advantage, we graphed the difference between these curves, Uretrieval −Upilfer, against risk for each
scenario. Assuming that foragers seek to maximize their benefits, increasingly positive differences will
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correspond with greater use of the retrieval strategy and a greater retrieval advantage for caches that
have been established under the modeled conditions.

We also compared the original benefit curves to a hypothetical giving-up rate, following from [56].
Foragers generally will not persist in exploiting a resource when other, potentially more profitable
options exist [56,71]. The giving-up rate represents the forager’s expected benefit of foraging elsewhere,
and is determined by the overall abundance of resources in the forager’s environment. If the benefit
rate for a given strategy falls below the giving-up threshold, then the strategy is unlikely to be utilized
under the conditions represented by the scenario in question. In addition, if the giving-up threshold
intercepts the retrieval curve at a higher risk level than it intercepts the pilferage curve, then hoarders
will be able to retrieve caches from risky locations where pilferage is excluded.

2.3.2. Effects of Seed Value on the Risk Level Needed to Protect a Cache

By itself, a finding that the benefits of retrieval exceed the benefits of pilfering in risky habitats
will not be sufficient to show that hoarders can exert selective pressure on plants. For caching in
risky locations to push seed trait evolution toward phenotypes favored by scatter-hoarders, the level
of risk required to protect a cache must be positively related to the fitness of the cached seeds as
well as seed value. A relationship between risk and fitness may be reasonably assumed for plants
whose seedlings fail to thrive under shaded conditions. To examine the second relationship, we used
our modeling results to graph a set of three isopleths in the phase plane for risk and seed value.
The first isopleth represented the combination of risk and seed energy content at which the difference
in potential benefits of retrieval versus pilfering (Uretrieval −Upilfer) was maximized. The other two
isopleths showed the risk and seed-energy levels at which foraging returns under a given strategy
intercepted our hypothetical giving-up threshold. Provided that the isopleth for retrieval falls to the
right of the pilferage isopleth, the region between them represents a combination of risk and seed value
where pilferage competition will be negligible.

2.3.3. Seed Traits and Shade Tolerance

If the evolution of scatter-hoarded seeds has been influenced by the selective mechanisms posited
in this paper, then we would expect to see a negative relationship between a plant’s ability to compete
and grow in shaded environments, and its expression of traits that make its seeds valuable as cached
resources for scatter-hoarding animals. As a preliminary test of this hypothesis, we used nonlinear
least squares to regress the shade tolerance indices for 20 potentially scatter-hoarded tree species
against the estimated utility of their seeds for caching.

We calculated utility for 20 hardwood species that are dispersed by scatter-hoarding rodents using
data and methods from [72,73]. Seedling shade tolerance data were obtained from [74], who report
shade tolerance measures on a five-point scale that has been broadly applied in North America. In this
scale, 1 corresponds to very intolerant of shade; 2, intolerant; 3, moderately tolerant; 4, tolerant; 5,
very tolerant. These values correspond to light availabilities expressed as percentage of full sunlight
as follows: 1, >50%; 2, 25–50%; 3, 10–25%; 4, 5–10%; 5, 2–5%. The shade tolerance classifications are
based on empirical data for seedling survival and growth in shade, supplemented by foresters’ expert
opinion on species biology.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Foraging Strategies under Predation Risk

The results from our model appear in Figure 1, which illustrates the maximum foraging benefit
that can be achieved by retrieval (blue lines) versus pilfering (red lines) as a function of perceived
predation risk (x-axis), seed energy content (line styles), cache density (increasing across grid rows
from top to bottom) and forager hunger (increasing across columns from left to right). As expected,
the potential benefits of foraging are larger for more energy-rich seeds, are greatest under low-risk
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conditions, and decline from left to right in each panel as increasing risks require greater investment in
vigilance (see Figure S2). Benefits also increase with cache density from the top row to the bottom row.
As predicted by [52], this effect is markedly stronger for pilfering than for memory-based retrieval,
which allows more efficient foraging under low density conditions. Finally, the benefits of retrieval
increase strongly as hunger increases from the left column to the right column. In contrast, the benefits
of pilfering remain largely unchanged with respect to hunger. In this case, the different responses arise
from differences in seed-usage decisions. Caching a seed requires less handling time than would be
required to eat the same seed [33], and the curves in Figure 1 assume that recaching a seed will return
only 1/10 the utility of caching a new seed. As a result, the optimal usage decision (encoded by wi j)
under retrieval shifts from caching at geat = 0.2 to consumption at geat = 5. Under pilferage, caching
continues to be more profitable than consumption under almost all of the modeled hunger conditions,
and seeds are only consumed when the forager is hungry and operating under relatively high-risk
conditions (Figure S3).
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Figure 1. Maximum perceived benefit of foraging (utility) as a function of the perceived riskiness of
the foraging location (x-axis), the value of cached seeds (line styles), cache density (rows), and forager
condition (columns; hunger increases from left to right). Colors show results for a forager that recovers
its own caches (blue) versus pilfering caches made by other animals (red). Curves show the optimal
results under a given set of conditions. The horizontal black line in each panel indicates a hypothetical
giving-up threshold, below which animals will stop exploiting the current location and move elsewhere.

The curves in Figure 2 illustrate differences between the respective retrieval and pilfering curves
seen in Figure 1. Assuming that foragers lack perfect information, we would expect them to employ
a mixed strategy of pilfering and retrieval when this difference is equal to zero [14,75]. At negative
values, pilfering will dominate, and at positive values, pilferage will dominate, with the degree of
dominance dependent on the magnitude of the difference. Thus, increasingly positive values indicate
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greater relative retrieval advantages. Arrows indicate the risk levels at which the 65 kJ curves crossed
the hypothetical giving-up threshold illustrated in Figure 1 by the black horizontal line in each panel.Diversity 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10  of  19 
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Figure 2. The difference between the benefit of retrieval and the benefit of pilferage (i.e., the difference
between corresponding blue and red curves in Figure 1; y-axis) is maximized at moderate risk levels
(x-axis) and becomes positive when foragers are hungry (right column) versus satiated (left column).
The risk level that maximizes the advantage of retrieval increases with both seed value (kJ/seed) and
cache density. Arrows indicate the risk level at which the benefits associated with each foraging strategy
fall below the giving-up threshold shown by the black line in Figure 1 (only the results for 65 kJ/seed
are shown). This giving-up risk threshold is insensitive to forager condition for pilferage, but increases
with hunger for retrieval. As a result, hungry retrievers may exploit risky locations that are avoided
during pilferage.

As risk increases within each panel in Figure 2, the difference between the potential benefits
of retrieval and pilfering initially moves in a positive direction, and then declines toward zero as
increasing risks render both strategies nonviable. However, the implications of these movements are
strongly dependent on forager condition. In the left-most column, the potential benefits of pilfering
experienced by satiated foragers equal or exceed the benefits of retrieval, regardless of seed energy
content or cache density. As a result, satiated animals should always favor pilfering over retrieval,
especially under low-risk conditions. Provided that lower-risk alternatives are available, satiated
foragers are also unlikely to exploit higher risk neighborhoods that provide few benefits, especially
when cache densities are low. This is illustrated by the red arrows in Figure 2, which indicate giving-up
thresholds for risk and consistently fall at low or moderate risk levels.

As foragers become hungrier, the benefits of pilfering remain stable, while the benefits of retrieval
increase due to the forager’s shift in usage from recaching, which provides relatively little benefit
under any circumstance, to eating, which provides much greater benefit when animals are hungry.
Consequently, the giving-up thresholds for risk converge in the middle column, where the utility
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gained by eating a seed matches that gained by caching a seed (i.e., geat = 1), and become inverted in
the right-most column, where the retrieval threshold exceeds the pilfering threshold. When foragers
are hungry, retrieval also becomes the dominant strategy at moderate risk levels and lower cache
densities, with a peak advantage over pilfering that occurs at higher risk levels for seeds with greater
energy content (compare curves in the right-hand column of Figure 2, see also Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The phase-plane for perceived risk of foraging at a given location and the value of seeds
cached at that location can be divided into three regions. Starting at the left, isopleth A (red line)
marks the threshold at which the benefit of pilfering other animals’ caches intersects a hypothetical
giving-up rate, so that pilferers should move elsewhere or switch foraging strategies. Cache retrieval
remains profitable, but pilferage is not profitable, in the shaded region between isopleths A and B (blue
line). To the right of isopleth B, retrieval also becomes unprofitable. Finally, isopleth C (black line)
marks the combination of seed value and risk at which recovery advantages are maximized, based on
a comparison of the benefit rates for retrieval and pilferage. Importantly, all three isopleths show
positive relationships between seed value and risk, indicating that greater risks are needed to protect
more valuable seeds. (This graph: 0.12 caches/m2 with g[i,eat,kJ] = 5, g[own,recache,kJ] = 0.1; curves show
similar patterns for higher or lower cache densities but isopleths shift to the right or left, respectively).

3.2. Effects of Seed Value on the Risk Level Needed to Protect a Cache

Figures 1 and 2 show that hungry foragers who retrieve their own caches can exploit moderately
risky neighborhoods where they would not be willing to accept the risks necessary to pilfer another
animal’s caches. As long as hoarders retrieve their caches when they are hungry, they should therefore
be able to use predation risk as well as cache density to protect those caches. Figure 3 shows a
phase-plane diagram for predation risk and seed energy content, with nown = 0.12 caches/m2, geat = 5,
and a hypothetical giving-up rate of 0.05 units of utility/minute. Isopleths A and B in Figure 3
correspond to the points at which the benefit curves for pilfering (isopleth A) and retrieval (isopleth
B) intersect the horizontal, black giving-up threshold in Figure 1. In Figure 2, they correspond to the
red and blue arrows, respectively. Isopleth C corresponds to the maximum of the retrieval advantage
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curve in Figure 2. All three isopleths show positive slopes, which indicate that, all else being equal,
greater risks are required to protect more valuable seeds.

To the left of isopleth A, pilferage and retrieval are both viable strategies, and some level of
competition is likely to exist. However, the curves in Figure 2 generally increase from left to right and
cross from negative to positive values at risk levels less than or equal to the red arrows that correspond
to isopleth A. Retrievers may therefore experience some protection against pilferers from increased risk,
even to the right of isopleth A. Within the shaded region between A and B, conspecifics may utilize the
same neighborhood, but should be focused exclusively on retrieval of their own caches, rather than
searching for other individual’s caches. By storing seeds in this region, hoarders can largely avoid
pilferage competition. Finally, to the right of B, the neighborhood becomes too risky to be exploited
under either strategy.

The precise arrangement of the risk-value isopleths in Figure 3 depends on cache density as
well as forager condition and the giving-up rate. As shown in Figure 2, the giving-up thresholds
(arrows) and peak retrieval advantage both shift to the left under lower cache densities. In addition,
isopleth B will move closer to isopleth A if foragers retrieve their own caches when they are less hungry.
As a result, the shaded area in Figure 3 will disappear if foragers retrieve caches when the benefit of
eating their contents is equal to the benefit of caching new seeds. Moving in the other direction with
respect to forager condition, the distance between isopleths A and B should stabilize once foragers are
hungry enough that both pilferers and retrievers consistently choose to eat the seeds that they collect.
Under such conditions, the differences between the strategies would be driven entirely by differences
in foraging efficiency, so with increasing hunger, both isopleths should shift to the right at similar rates.

The effects of higher giving-up rates (i.e., greater values for the horizontal line in Figure 1) would
depend on seed value and cache density. Under higher density conditions, isopleth B will collapse
toward A until pilferage becomes the dominant strategy. At lower densities and high seed values
(upper right in Figure 1), both isopleths will shift to the left, but isopleth A will move more rapidly
than B.

3.3. Seed Traits and Shade Tolerance

If hoarders create meaningful selective pressure on plants by storing preferred seeds in well-lit,
risky locations, then we should see a negative relationship between shade tolerance and hoarders’
valuations of seeds. Figure 4 plots shade tolerance indices for 20 species of potentially scatter-hoarded
tree against the estimated caching utility of their seeds to eastern gray squirrels. While these data are
not conclusive, the pattern is reasonably inconsistent with the null hypothesis that no relationship
exists, even after the removal of two potential high influence points, marked A and B.
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figure, are potential high-influence points. We therefore account for statistical relationships with and
without these outliers.

4. Discussion

Scatter-hoarding has long been understood as a behavioral response to cache pilferage; hoarders
spread caches as widely as possible, given the constraints of time and energy, in order to drive down
reward rates and persistence among pilferers [52]. However, our model shows that as long as hoarders
maintain some memory of their caches’ locations and are able exploit those caches with greater
efficiency than naive foragers are able to achieve—and as long as they primarily retrieve caches when
they are hungry—spatial variation in anti-predator cover can be used to either augment or replace
the effects of cache density. In fact, hoarders might achieve greater advantages by caching at slightly
higher densities in moderately risky locations than by caching at lower densities in safe locations.
Because retrieval is more efficient than pilferage, foragers are able to exercise greater vigilance when
retrieving caches in risky environments than when pilfering in those same environments (Figure S2).
As a result, hoarders that place their caches in moderately risky locations may substantially reduce
pilferer’s reward rates while only mildly reducing their own efficiency. In some cases, this strategy
may even eliminate pilferage altogether.

More valuable seeds will increase reward rates regardless of foraging strategy. Therefore, hoarders
who cache valuable seeds and aim to deter pilferers must use lower cache densities or riskier cache
sites (or some combination of the two) than would be required to protect less-valued seeds. As a result,
our model predicts that high-value seeds will be moved further up a risk gradient than low-value seeds,
and because rodents associate open, unsheltered microhabitats with greater risk [7,66,76], behaviors
that transport seeds up a risk gradient will also transport them up a light gradient. All else being
equal, this mechanism would direct dispersal of shade intolerant plants toward microsites that are
more favorable to the establishment of their seedlings. If the resulting number of successful seedlings
exceeds what would be achieved in the hoarder’s absence, this would ultimately increase maternal
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fitness [77,78]. Assuming that the traits selected by hoarders are heritable, natural selection would
therefore favor the production of seeds valued by scatter-hoarding animals.

Importantly, the mechanisms just described do not depend on any link between shade tolerance
and seed traits outside of that created by the hoarder itself. The negative relationship between shade
tolerance and seed value that we observe in Figure 4 is therefore a confirmation of the model’s expected
result, and not a validation of its assumptions.

To have the predicted evolutionary effect, the model does require that hoarders seek to minimize
pilferage, that they perceive risk to vary across space, and that a reasonably strong correlation exists
between the hoarder’s perception of risk and a seedling’s environmental requirements. Although we
have focused on light requirements in this discussion, any strong correlation between a plants’ needs
and cache-site selection would produce a similar result. In contrast, without substantial variation
in risk, which is represented on a log scale in Figures 1–3, hoarders must rely on density or other
mechanisms to protect caches and would be unlikely to direct the seeds to locations that favor their
establishment. Similarly, if the seedling’s requirements are unrelated to the hoarder’s perception of
risk, then directed dispersal will not occur.

While we believe that our conclusions are robust, we have made a number of simplifying
assumptions in the model and have taken a static, rather than dynamic, approach to our current
analysis. Consequently, our results describe optimal foraging benefits under a range of fixed conditions.
In a dynamic model, those conditions would change over time, but the forager’s responses at any
given point in time and space would continue to be governed by the mechanisms described in our
results. Specifically, setting ∂θ/∂t ∝ ∇θUforage and ∂n/∂t = f (N,θ), where θ = [r, m, p, A, w, v] and
N is the number of foragers, and then providing for feedbacks on g, will allow us to model changes
in forager behavior over time as a result of changing conditions due to seed harvest, consumption,
and caching. In the future, we plan to use such a dynamic approach to better understand how the
relationships that we describe here might affect the development of seed fate and plant population
dynamics over seasonal and longer time scales.

Our current model also does not address the costs of cache establishment. At some point,
the dangers of creating caches in risky sites must outweigh the benefits that those sites would
provide and prevent hoarders from exploiting them. However, this appears unlikely to alter our
conclusions. First, our model is already conservatively parameterized, with relatively conspicuous
caches (kother = 0.9), moderate travel speed during retrieval (t = 3 m/s), and high densities for other
hoarders’ caches (nother = 5.9× nown), all of which favor pilferage over retrieval. We also assume that
foragers eat seeds in the same neighborhood where they collect them, instead of carrying them to a
safer location. As a result, hungry retrievers, which have lower per-seed foraging efficiency because
eating a seed takes longer than caching it, cannot mitigate their cost of fear by relocating. Yet, they are
still able to obtain positive benefits at moderate risk levels because their more efficient search strategy
allows greater vigilance. Finally, because the differences between retrieval and pilfering in Figure 2
initially move in a positive direction with increasing risk, the chances that a hoarder will retrieve its
caches will be higher at moderate risk levels, even if the difference never becomes positive. Instead
of canceling out the effects of risk, we expect the addition of establishment costs to shift isopleths A
and C in Figure 3 to the left, so that the advantages at a given level of hunger would be maximized at
relatively lower risk levels. However, the overall patterns in our results would remain unchanged.

Although we have used energy content as a simple and convenient marker in this paper,
scatter-hoarders assess seed value based on many traits, including seed size relative to the hoarder,
the proportion of the seed that is made up of kernel versus shell or other inedible components,
the nutritional and energy content of the edible components, the toughness of any physical defenses,
the concentrations and toxicity of any chemical defenses such as tannins, alkaloids, glycosides,
or saponins, and the seed’s potential perishability [14]. Sundaram et al. [73] showed that eastern
grey squirrels will trade different traits against each other when assessing a seed’s value. As a
result, many different combinations of traits can lead to similar valuations and behavioral responses.
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For example, black walnuts (Juglans nigra), which have large seeds with lipid-rich, energy-dense kernels
and hard, thick shells but no chemical defenses, were found to have utility similar to northern red oak
acorns, which have thinner shells, but lower lipid content, smaller overall size, and relatively high
concentrations of tannins. The existence of such tradeoffs and equivalencies suggests that if hoarders
do provide high quality dispersal services, they might also create a mechanism for diversification,
as competition for dispersal would push different plant lineages to evolve toward different combinations
of trait values depending on their initial locations in trait-space.

Of course, many of the traits that have been linked to hoarder behavior may also affect fitness
through other mechanisms. Seed size and nutritional resources can benefit seedling competitiveness
and survival directly [79], and physical and chemical defenses may deter insects, microbes, or other
pure seed predators [80], as well as nudging hoarders toward storing seeds instead of eating them [14].
Our goal is not to imply that scatter-hoarders alone have driven these traits’ evolution, but rather to
demonstrate that, in theory, the combination of shade intolerance, caching behavior, and predation risk
can yield selective pressures that would explain the combinations of seed and seedling phenotypes
exhibited by scatter-hoarded plants.

Assuming that hoarders do take advantage of spatial memory and the landscape of fear to
protect their caches, it is possible that predation on hoarders could make an underappreciated,
direct contribution to seedling recruitment and plant fitness. In a small study, Steele et al. [50]
live-trapped six eastern gray squirrels and held them in captivity for several weeks to simulate
predation. Simultaneously, they tracked the fates of those squirrels’ caches and of caches established by
squirrels that remained on-site. On average, the seeds in caches established by live-trapped squirrels
remained in place for at least three-times longer than control caches (20–60 days, versus 0.5–6 days for
controls), and in many cases, they were disturbed only after the cache-owner’s release, suggesting that
when hoarders are killed by predators, their abandoned caches may remain largely undisturbed.

Presumably, hoarders’ perceptions of risk are at least approximately accurate, and we would
therefore expect higher mortality rates among those animals that actively cache seeds in riskier
locations. Our model suggests that on average, any caches left behind by these hoarders would
have lower probabilities of being discovered by pilferers, and potentially higher probabilities of
producing seedlings, relative to caches established by risk-averse individuals. In shade-intolerant
plants, a larger proportion of those seedlings would also be located in hospitable microsites, further
increasing their probabilities of success. Thus, although hoarder mortality may be rare, such events
may contribute disproportionately to the recruitment and fitness of scatter-hoarded plants. However,
even if direct mortality plays only a minor role, our model suggests that shade intolerance, predators,
and habitat heterogeneity may have played critical roles in the evolution of scatter-hoarding as a seed
dispersal syndrome.

5. Conclusions

Our model demonstrates two key theoretical findings. First, retrieval allows hoarders to maintain
positive foraging yields under greater levels of predation risk, relative to pilferage, and as a result,
hoarders can use risk to protect their caches. Second, the level of risk that is required to maximize
the retriever’s advantage increases with the value of the cached food item. Taken together with the
negative relationship between seed value and shade tolerance observed in Figure 4, and with previous
observations of selective cache-placement in high risk locations [58–61], our results suggest that seed
trait evolution in scatter-hoarded plants might be driven by the combined pressures of seedling shade
intolerance and granivores’ predator-mediated pilferage avoidance behaviors. Future research will
aim to verify and refine these theoretical findings and to determine how the mechanisms that we
have identified here operate in multispecies communities to influence the development of seed fate
over time.
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